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to Attadale Rotary members and partners from Jacquie Pittaway for all the
lovely text messages, emails and phone calls, received via Ian, both when I
was in hospital after my shock collapse and after I came home. They were
very much appreciated by us both.
Also to Gail and
Colin for bringing
me the beautiful
cyclamen pot plant
on behalf of the
Club
and
to
Giovanna for her
delicious
meals
and the lovely
cyclamen
plant
and Neil for being
the Uber delivery
driver on my first night home. It is really lovely to have so many friends keep
in touch and help out at times like this. Now hopefully I am on the path to a
good recovery.

Rod introduced Mark
Whiteman of Care
Cure Support and
presented him with a
symbolic cheque of
$26,600.
See page 5 for story.
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 Kim Farmer, Claire Laan  and Ray Garrett of Polly Farmer Foundation. Story on page 5

Nicola Fleet of Mint Real
Estate talks about the
success of her Community
Giveback Program which
enables her clients, upon
settlement of their home, to
nominate a charity or school
to be the recipient of a $500
donation — in this case, Mal and Elaine Bennett nominated the Rotary Club of Attadale
Photos this page courtesy of Ian Pittaway
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Except where indicated, photos this
page from Ian Pittaway

Photo credit: Nicola Fleet
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Tonight sees the culmination of 10 years’
support for initially the MNDAWA* (via the
Rotary Club of Attadale) and Fremantle
Hospital Health Research Foundation (via the
Rotary Club of Fremantle) through our Charity Golf
Day. Tonight has been preceded by 10 years of
mutual respect by organisations and businesses
concerned with MND and Health Research and our
two Rotary Clubs.

Tonight, we are to be addressed by Kim Farmer
and staff members of the Polly Farmer
Foundation.
Personally, I have only limited
knowledge of the Foundation and its activities
and I am looking forward to their presentation.
We acknowledge the traditional owners of this country
that we are standing on today and honour the Elders,
past and present.

It is only fitting that tonight we have Mark Whiteman
here with us since no individual outside of Rotary has
contributed more to this project. When we started,
Mark, his father and his brother David were heavily
involved directly with the MNDAWA Board. Three
years ago, they elected to create their own NFP
charity, CARE CURE SUPPORT, which has the objective
of raising funds for the Care Cure Support of
individuals and families and in addition to support WA
-based research into the cause and cure of this deadly
disease through the Perron Institute. Would you
believe, at the Colingwood / Melbourne fixture today
at the SCG, we saw another Australian honoured for
his contribution to the raising of funds which are
applied similarly.

Kim Farmer is Polly’s daughter and she is joined
here tonight by Claire Laan and Ray Garrett.
Claire and Ray are both Program and Partnership
Managers of the Polly Farmer Foundation. This
means they are in the office dealing directly with
students and all the program locations. Kim is a
long time Board member of the Foundation. But
first of all—Polly.
Born in Western Australia at the Hillcrest Maternity
Home in North Fremantle and if indigenous heritage
through his Noongar mother, Farmer is considered one
of the greatest footballers in the game’s history; when
the Australian Football Hall of Fame was established in
1996, Farmer was among the 12 inaugural legends
inducted..[1] He is primarily recognized for the way he
revolutionized ruckwork and handballing.

The RCA concurred with the Care Cure Support
charter and asked that 33% of our funds should go to
research into cause and cure, and 67% to the care
and support of sufferers and their families. The
major source of funds for Care Cure Support is a car
rally and I soon hope to be able to share the details
with out members. Perhaps we may be able to
contribute to this rally.

It was in 1994 that Steve Hawke, author ad son of
former prime minister Bob Hawke, met with Polly to
discuss writing his biography. In return, Farmer asked
for Hawke’s help to create the Polly Farmer Foundation,
an organization dedicated to supporting indigenous
children in their sporting and academic endeavours.
Farmer explained, “I want the foundation to be of
practical assistance to young Aboriginal people with
potential to do something with their lives….not just
sport, but in the professions and business. We want to
develop links with the tertiary institutions and make
sure Aboriginal people become leaders.” [5]
— Source: Wikipedia

So, as the RCA Board knows, we were able to pass
$36,600 to Care Cure Support before the end of our
financial year. I am sure Mark will tell us how they
plan to use the funds this year.
But before I present Mark with a cheque which is
meant to be symbolic or our contribution, let me say
that there were two factors which contributed to our
nearly $6,000 or 30% increase in the amount
contributed in 2020.
The first was a seriously
generous offer from our major sponsor to increase its
donation by 50%, for our regular co-sponsors to
accept a 10% increase in their sponsorship, and for
the players to accept a 15% increase in their course
fee. But the second was the excellent work of Mark
with our auction and as MC of the presentation
evening. Those of you who were not there missed his
usual really great performance.

What a wonderful intent.
understand we will find
successful that has been.

By Rod Rate
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Tonight, I
out how

Member Satisfaction Survey
From John Sharp

•

Meeting at Esplanade Fremantle next Monday 21st to discuss survey

•

Tables will be with set places, please sit where you are allocated. The arrangement is based on
length of service in Rotary Attadale, gender & relationships (Partners are deliberately on different
tables)

•

Incoming Board members to chair tables of 4 or 5

•

Zoom meeting of Incoming Board members to discuss the process to be arranged between 18th &
21st

•

Apologies to Joyce by COB Friday to allow revamp of table plan

•

Menu is attached. Please know what you want before you walk in.

•

Members choose & pay for own meal before 6:15pm

•

Meeting starts at 6:15 pm

•

Keith & I meet Thursday 17th to decide order of question to be discussed. Qs with high consensus
pushed to bottom. Qs with low consensus brought to top.

•

Unlikely to have time for all questions

•

Two maybe three questions discussed before dinner

•

Break for Dinner served at 7:00pm

•

Chairs capture table conversation on flip charts

•

Chairs report back “actions only”
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https://www.trybooking.com/BQOGR
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